
Are GB flags legal post-Brexit?

The GB flag on your number plate will 
still be legal after Brexit, regardless of 
the outcome, though drivers will need 
to display a GB sticker on the rear of 
their vehicle when travelling abroad.

UK number plate suppliers are safe to continue producing number plates with the GB 
and EU stars after Brexit, regardless of whether we leave the EU with a transitional 
deal, a no transition deal or with no deal altogether. The EU directive which permitted 
UK plates to include a GB flag was replicated into UK law in 2001, at which time the 
digits were shrunk down in order to incorporate regional flags as an optional element. 

The EU flag will remain legal on number plates with the GB identifier (hereafter used 
interchangeably with “GB number plates”) after Brexit until the government chooses 
to amend this law. Currently there are no plans to do this and it is unlikely to become 
a priority in the near future.

IT WILL STILL BE LEGAL TO DISPLAY
GB NUMBER PLATES AFTER BREXIT, 
WITH OR WITHOUT A DEAL.



TRAVELLING OVERSEAS?

GB and EU stars flag plate + a GB round sticker

Plain plate + GB round sticker

Regional flag plate (Scotland, Wales, England) + GB round sticker

GB and EU stars flag plate only

Plain plate only

Regional flag plate only

Following Brexit, UK drivers will need to display a GB sticker on the rear of their vehicle 
when travelling in the EU, even if the vehicle has GB number plates. The GB sticker, 
which has always been an alternative to the GB identifier, will be required to fulfil all 
Vienna Convention obligations regarding the vehicle’s country of origin.

For more information, see:

The Vienna Convention on Road Traffic BNMA's Guide on Trailer Plates. Visit our Advice Centre 

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO WHEN
TRAVELLING ABROAD?

Whether we leave the EU or remain, the GB number plate system will remain unique 
to Britain, due in part to government involvement and a thriving secondary market. 
Brexit will not affect the current style format of British plates, which is currently set 
to continue until 2050. Drivers can also opt for blank plates or national identifiers such 
as the Union Flag, Cross of St George, Cross of St Andrew or Red Dragon.

http://
https://www.bnma.org/advice-centre/



